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OXIDATION OF NITROGEN AND BALL
L16HTNING

V. L. Martynov

In recent times the Interest in ball lig~ltning has grown

considerably. it has beeft the work of the American physicist

Bary'onexperimentally producing a laboratory analog of ball
lighningwhich has sti~mul.ated the interest. As Barry describes

it, in inducing an electr..cal d'scharge in a gas mixture of air

and 1.4a-1.8% propane there develops a brightly glowing t-all of

a yellow-green color measuring several centimeters in diameter.
'"he ball "rapidly and haphazardly moves about the chamber and

quietly disappears." Its lifetime is about 2 s. When a gas

~ixtreisi~ete I~inA. ~ ss Under thd assumption that

-he atmosphere contains areas -with an Increased concentration of

gina-t- hydz~ocarb 0-a Barry,, at the b)eginning of his workdescribes natural

ball lightning as the result of combustion of such hydrocarbons

after electrical d4.scharges. The usual concentration of
hydrocarbons in tVhe atmosphere does not exceed 10- Z, and this

concentration does nct explain all of t%-he examples of the behavior

of -ba-Il lightning afforded by the model as Barry justly observes

at the-end of the artic'le. -The reason for it again becomes an

open que-ition.

1"1journal of Atmospheric and Terrastrial Physics," Vol. 30,
3131 -1968.
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The thing which most intrigues those who would solve the

riddle of ball lightning is the source of its energy. For some

the energy enters from the outside (radio waves, electrostatic

fields, etc.); for others, and this group predominates, ball

lightning is a stable plasmold which has accumulated the energy

of an atmospheric electrical discharge.

If preference is given to the hypothesis of' chemi'cal combus-

tion, then we will solve the problem from a different angle.

Since the concentration of hydrocarbons in the atmosphere
is negligible,, we turn to the other components. Let us examine

the triple gas system of nitrogen, oxygen, and water vapors -

the basic atmospheric ingredient.

Is it -'ossible that in such a system of Nm, .02, and H2O

vapors there are chemical processes which occur with heat libera-

tion? it does appear posbible - a synthesis of nitric acid based

on the oxidation of nitrogen. iL

The general balance reaction is as follows:

The thermal effect of the reaction1 for H2Oliqd WN•3liqd:

A kiss 41ift - Y2./(c- 68,420]J 71~90 cal/mole;

,for the case of H-C, vapors, -03 vapors:

Z• - 100 cal/-Cle. 7t,•

4Accordin -to data from- the- handboCks "T'hermodynamic -r.% •t..
-" I ndlvidual Substances," Vo2,. 1,2. -,!ted by V. P. G2 ustk

7-d. Aeadeii~y of' Sciences, USSR; M. Kh. varapet'yant;37 m4. r.
Karapet 'yana, '"Primary Thermodynamlc Con-a.tants o' inor~anlc 1i' i

Sojrtanc Sustances,

1.f -2 3 - 3 '-73 2



ZAIf we consider Possible error in the quantities. which areused "fJor Hi20 < ±100 cal/mole; HNQ O 10 a/oe'tevle
of the thermal ei'fects will be-as follows:

A1 1790 + 1600 cal/mole

A- R.,, -3100 X 600 cal/mole,

9*ie. and in a refined var:_,ajluon the reaction occurs with-heatliberation. The stOichiozyetric composition of the mxuEiW2 volume percentages: nitrogen (22.21), hater vapors (22.2%),oxyen(.6)ie, it differs from earth atmosphere in itsconcentration of oxygen and water vapors.[

Under oriayconditions such a reaction canttegin,
despite the fact that it occurs with heat liberation - evidenceof which Is the coexistence of water vapors and air without anytype of change. The basic obstacle which prevents the beginningand ocurrence of such a reaction -is the Conziderable 

size of
the energy bearer, which is created as energy is expended in"splitting" the nitrogen atom, N2

In the case of a two-component system of N'1 and 0thenitric a-cid is synthesizedi by means of nitrogen oxides, which,however, unite with the water and produce HNO3 On the otherhand the formation of' t*he nitrogen oxides Is associated withtbe energy spent (per mole of NO 21,600 cal are spent), andthus the synthesis of ImO3 is onli" accomplished by overcomingthis energy bearer. Technically this bearer is crossed withar. expenditure of the same energy using a somewhat Indirect route- g__ First, ammonia is obtained, then It Is oxidized Into oxides of
nitrogen.

Li~t us examine a three-component system of N an
211 02) nvap-ors of 4.2 0. In oractice is It possible in this system, toS

- = *~ .. ~ -*~ 
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make the synthesis reaction of HNO self-sustaining, taking into
3account the fact that it occurs with :,at liberation? For thisreasbn we must cycle the energy of overall heat liberation to

SVMlosses involved in the initial "splitting" of the N2 molecules.
Yet heat liberation begins only after this energy bearer is
overcome. We find that there is nothing with which to
compensate the initial losses, i.e., tne reaction cannot begin
spontaneously. In order to -'accelerate" it we must artlf'cia)ll
introduce energy into the system, so that later, after t,;

Slosses and heat liberation has beer. balanced in all stages (,.e che
A reaction, the system can be brought into a self-sus'aining

regime. This formation of an energy ring can be achieved by
giving the reaction zone the shape of a ball. Note one important
condition, which indicates the possibility of constructing andmaintaining symmetrical geometry: in volume the original products
of the reaction have been N2 , 02, and H2 0 vapors are 2.25 times
greater than the final products - vapors of nitric acid.

Of course, at the present moment it is not possible to fully
describe the kinetics of such a-process for the three-component
system (N2 02, H2 0) Even for two-component systems, for example,I the combustion of earbon monoxide, there is no single viewpoint

_ which covers all the details of the reaction, although the reaction
itself has been succes3fully used for a long time.

For the initial impetus of the reaction we create from the
external energy source a high-temperature zone - a "priming region" §
as it were, with a temperature of 3500-45000C. As a result of
"the temperature effect in this region the water vapors w~ll break
down and there will be a dissociation (partial) of the oxygen
and nitrogen molecules. These initial expenditures are requIred
in order to overcome the energy bearer, which is linked with F

the dissociation of the nitrogen molecules. For new portions
-of the components these expenditures will be compensated by the
heat liberated by the reaction which has begun. in the structure

4
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of its thermal fluxes the process is z.,Jular *ýr air heat"Ing-

the Incoming components are heated by the ourtgoing reation
products. The zone in which the -eactir.n occurs acquires the sae

SZ2 of a "burning ball." As mentioned above, conditions do e • • -• t - - I

maintalning this shape - in volume the incoming components are 2 -

times greater than the reaction products: ther•al pressure wi"l

o, comnpensated by the pressure of the radially incoming orl..gnal

pcomponents.

As the original moment for describing the interrelated 4

kinc*ics and structure of the "burning ball" we must study the

entire system of 2 92 and H2 0 as a whole, and not Just 112 and

02 with subsequent addition [to the products of thIs system of

7_120Hr vap6ors. A description of volume reactions for such a]* triple

system At diff'erent temperatures cannot be found in the literature.

Thir iz not surprising, since volume reactions are extremely

coimpie- and branched, even It binary systems. Thus, in the

Scombustion of hydrogen, the most studied system, up to ten dnffrn
SK- reactions -ccur, au'd compounds which are not to be found in t-e

fInal product appear and disappear: A, , , V

in a :aixturc of nitrogen and air oxygen eight d.-e eJ t

reactions -*-an occur, yieldIng 0 , (V 0 , 0.

it is not difficult to think. up a large number of reactinn5

and to arrange theIr sequence, These mght include !intermediate

compounds such as ý4O, FJIO, and OH, which arre stable at hig h

temperatures. There would be little value in writing them, however.

Only a quantitative comparison of exper;Ie -al data w'th
tht. -etical calculations will enaba. us to select and describe
the ni •ssary srquence of reactions and the branching of chains J
and W-ll erable us to isolate the active center. 3

• [Transjator'_ Notre: Brackets represent later handwritten
I Insertion by the author.}
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For the system of N2 , 02 and H20 we must describe the

reactions in a wide temperature range - from the center of the
"burning ball," where the highest temperature is to be found,,

E to the peripheral part with atmospheric temperature.

It might be proposed that the presence of the third

component - water vapors -lowers the energy bearer and that the

role of the aaztive center belongs not to NO, but to another

comoound. Studies of this kind of ternary systems enable us

to Judge the correctness of opinions which have been expressed.

And now the question: How does ball lIghtning relate to
all ofthis?

.It is proposed that such a self-sustaining combustion of

nitrogen occurs in ball lightning. _However, the presence of

Sexcess Anitrogen in relation to the symmetric composition of the

r-eaction leads to the situation where ball lightning exists for

-• - a limited time, which at the most can be counted in minutes.

The excess nitrogen, which participates in the transport-of the

incoming components, slows down the reaction. Heat is used to
warm it and as a result we have a breakdown in the thermal

balance orior to the critical state, where the reaction figures.

1A great number of factors must be combined in order to

produce ball ligbtning, and this seldom happens. in addition4 • I

to optimal air molsture (ball lightning will not develop in
dry air), it is important that the induced atmospheric discharge
create a high-temperature zone which is of sufficient length,

and which exists for the amount of time required to unite the

diffusion and transport reaction proc-esses, in ether words, -7

the more favorable and longer discharges. R

The proposed model, represents only a rough approximation j

o -f the actual phenomenon. 1n. experimental- -stuay t undoubtedUl

li a l Im - - -



will reveal a whole range of properties no less interesting.

Some of them can be described "'ypothetically.

1) For the described structure of transport motion of

raw and reaction products from the periphery toward the center

and vice versa a separation of charges and the formnation of

electrical layers of different poles, like a spherical condenser,

is inevitable because of the disparity in the velocities of the

I "individual ions which participate in the reaction. As the

charges accumulate breakdowns develop, which are characterizedc
f by crackling and slashes in place of a discharge. It is realistic

to assume that the individual charges also have an effect on

the .chemical processes.

2) Since in volume there is 2.25 times more ingoing

components than final products and since the nature of their

movement is radial, then there can develop (and in fact is

observed) a rotation in ball lightning. The effect has a self-

triggering nature and begins when the individual streams of incoin, • "

gas deviate from the radial course. In hydrodynamics a close
analogy of this effect is the vortex eddys which are formed as

a fluid is discharged through an opening which is considerably

smaller than the receptacle.
El

3) The breakdown in the th'ermal and material balance can

either terminate the reaction, resulting in a gradual dispersion
of residual heat and components of the system, or the reaction

can take the direction of forming new products, in which case

the decomposition might have an explosive nature. The poasibllitv

of explosive composition does exist, for example,, 10 + 'I3

The proposed model does not pretend to offer' a f-lI
explanation for al2 of the properties and the str!ýcture of ball

lightning; many statements made are subject -to -aiskuss.Lon. The

most importýant thing in the opinion of he.author 's the fact that

F'TD-14--23-4-0-73 .



Z an attempt has been made to establish the existence of~ energy

In ball lightning. Any theory which has been experimentally

conf~irmed does have a right to live., and this certainly applies
At to the present work.
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